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Until recently, Nigeria did not have a clear-cut subsidized data service offered to consumers by               
any mobile operator or internet service provider in the country. That changed in May 2016 when                
Airtel Nigeria launched Free Basics. This product gives Airtel customers a free opportunity to              
log into a limited form of Facebook plus access to about thirty other websites in a controlled                 
environment. The operator also introduced a Facebook-only version tagged Flex, a local variant             
of Facebook Zero, simultaneously. 
 
As far as the Researcher is able to determine, this study is most likely the first to independently                  
probe the Nigerian market to understand how subsidized services are faring among internet users              
and non-users. Specifically, the focus group discussions sought to find out whether the use of               
this service is the only means of data consumption by users, whether subscribers are making the                
transition out of the ‘walled garden’ of subsidized data to the full internet, and whether, by not                 
doing so, they are left with a poorer understanding of the internet. 
 
The Researcher has made a number of high-level determinations concerning the use of the              
internet in relation to subsidized data offerings in Nigeria. These are as follows: 
 
1. Subsidized data services is at its very early stage in the county and most participants are                
yet to know of the existence of Airtel’s zero-rated offerings. Presently, participants in this study               
do not rely on subsidized services. Due to this, no concrete determination can be made as to the                  
real performance of subsidized services or whether subscribers would want to take it up or go                
beyond it, as the level of market penetration of the Airtel product appears to be very low. 
 
2. Participants were quite knowledgeable about the subject matter and are familiar with             
cheaper ways of going online through bonus data and service-specific bundles. However, their             
awareness of Airtel’s Facebook Flex or Free Basics was generally poor or non-existent. In many               
cases, they showed strong scepticism as to the practicality of this product and expressed fears               
that the MNO will eventually deduct whatever data is used on the zero rated platform from their                 
phones. 
 
3. Nonetheless, overall awareness and use of the internet has gained traction especially as a              
social interactions, business or career enabler, and majority of participants, whether in rural or              
urban areas, rank the purchase of data high on their personal expense list. Higher income groups                
(typically found in urban and semi-urban areas) depend more on monthly subscriptions ranging             
from ₦1000 ($3.17) to ₦3000 ($9.52), unlike lower income classes who tend to subscribe to               
daily or weekly service-specific offerings which come as low as ₦25 (7 cents) per week.               



Additionally, Mobile Network Operators (“MNOs”) offer data bonus with airtime recharge, a            
move that is generally well appreciated by participants. 
 
4. The low prices of bundles is driving internet use among high and low income groups in a                 
way that reflects three key points: that mobile data pricing is at affordable levels; that these                
levels appear sufficient to fulfil strong demand for internet services among consumers; and             
thirdly, that MNOs in Nigeria have a good understanding of what consumers need and are               
developing data plans that cover a wide range of income classes and online activity. 
 
5. For these reasons and more, participants who are internet users (and even non-users)             
appear generally satisfied with the pricing of data bundles which is considered cheap and largely               
affordable. This perception cuts across gender and socio-economic divides. However,          
discussants say the rate at which these bundles are billed is high and that data runs out much                  
faster than they would have wanted. In addition, lower income classes show an inclination for               
social media bundles whenever they cannot afford full internet bundles. 
 
6. Though data pricing is not a serious issue, the biggest constraint to the adoption of the                
internet among participating non-users is the cost of acquiring internet-capable devices. Other            
barriers are literacy levels – referring to the need to be taught how to use the internet; negative                  
perception of online content especially as it relates to reliability and accuracy; limited awareness              
of the benefits, and privacy concerns relating to spamming, hacking of public profiles and              
account scamming. However, these factors are much more prevalent in low income groups,             
especially in rural and deep rural areas. For users, network reliability, low data speeds and the                
high rate of data consumption are major factors that limit their ability to spend more time and                 
resources getting and staying online. 
 
7. Finally, participants have come to accept the internet as a veritable tool for news, social               
interactions, education, business, online shopping, funds transfer and career building, among           
others. Therefore participants can be said to be generally aspirational. They want to connect to               
the global information economy. They want to use “big phones” and will rather not go online                
until they can afford one. They want high speed internet at affordable prices and are ready to pay                  
for content or products online as long as these meet a critical need. They are united in these                  
aspirations and there are no significant distinctions in this regard between men and women              
whatever their education, incomes or social status may be. 
 
 
 
 


